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Abstract—Time series forecasting of data from various do-
mains has become an increasingly interesting research subject
in recent times. Prediction of future sample values is the main
goal of time series forecasting. There are mainly two classes
of time series forecasting, namely, single step and multi-step
forecasting. There are various machine learning approaches that
can be used along with various forecasting strategies which
exist, some of which can be utilized in and by time series
forecasting. However, inappropriate use of strategies can limit
the applicability of the techniques to real world problems. This
paper provides a review of time series forecasting, a classification
of time series forecasting and also approaches and strategies of
time series forecasting. It also demonstrates how inappropriate
use of point to point rolling forecast strategy for forecasting could
lead to unrealistic outcomes and how a multiple step forecasting
strategy called Direct H step strategy could help to overcome
this issue. Comparative analysis of two strategies using Auto-
Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) approach are
demonstrated.
Index Terms—Time series forecasting; Single step forecast
strategy; Multi step forecast strategy; ARIMA.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time series forecasting is considered to be an important area
of machine learning with an ultimate goal of predicting the
future. It is also called “forecasting by exploring the pattern
from past data” [1]. Forecasting of future samples plays a
vital role in guiding the decision making of selected areas.
Data that is required for time series forecasting are classified
as two types: one is time series data and another one is data
with time points [2]. Time series data can be described as
X = (xt; t = 1, ...., N) (1)
where X = time series, t = time, N = observations during
that time, xt = valued measure at time instant t.
Shumway and Stoffer [3] defined time series as “a
collection of random variables indexed according to the
order they are obtained in time”. Time series forecasting has
been extensively used in the medical sector for forecasting
different events. Events can include dialysis in critically ill
patients, mortality risk predictions in paediatric critical care,
hypotensive episode predictor for intensive care and prediction
of morbidity of tuberculosis (MTB); where it can be seen that
time series forecasting have been used [6], [7], [8], [9]. Time
series forecasting has also been given priority in the finance
sector where datasets of different finance applications have
been investigated for forecasting index prices, stock closing
price, production revenues and sales volume [12], [13], [31],
[32]. To forecast the load of electricity in advance, time
series forecasting has also been used [14], [15], [30]. Time
series forecasting has also found use in weather prediction
for forecasting maximum temperature, rainfall, evaporation
and wind speed [10], [11]. Machine learning approaches such
as Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA)
and Recursive Neural Network (RNN) along with different
forecasting strategies are sometimes used for training from
past data to predict the future [4], [5].
Short term forecasting has been implemented in many
applications with different strategies. Deng and Jirutitijaroen
have used multiplicative decomposition and seasonal ARIMA
strategy for short term electricity load forecasting [14]. Next
day electricity price has been forecast using RNN by Mandal
et al. [15]. Cyprich et al. have used ARIMA strategy to
forecast short term passenger demand [19]. Short term glucose
prediction has been forecast using a neural network, where
CGM reading and meal information is used as features by
Zecchin et al. [29]. Ren et al. have forecast short term
electricity load demand using a Random Vector Functional
Link (RVFL) network where RVFL network was found to
outperform several other competing methods [30]. Gupta et al.
have forecast next day stock index price using feed-forward
neural networks [31]. Next 5 days price percentage oscillator
(PPO) has been forecast using a support vector regression
optimised by genetic algorithms (SVR-GA) and multilayer
perceptron also optimised with GA (MLP-GA) by Zhu et
al. [32].
Long-term forecasting has been implemented in different
areas using several forecasting strategies. Cococcioni et al.
has forecast energy production in solar PV systems for 24
hours using a feed forward neural network [20]. Multi-step
ahead forecasting has been computed to forecast the wind
power using three different classes of artificial neural network
known as neural network with time delay (LNNTD), feed
forward neural network (FFNN) and Elman recurrent neural
network (ERNN) by Saroha and Aggawal [21]. Guanqun et al.
used Backpropagation neural network to forecast stock price
considering time series data [22]. A long-term prediction of
time series datasets has been conducted by Park [33] using
a BiLinear Recurrent Neural Network (BLRNN) to make
predictions more robust compared to traditional MultiLayer
Perceptron Type Neural Network (MLPNN). Xiong et al. [34]
explored multi step predictions of crude oil prices using a
feed-forward neural network where the performance of several
strategies was also compared in order to find the best. Chang
et al. [35] presented a multi-step-ahead flood forecasting
using Multi-layer feed-forward networks. Multi-input Multi-
output (MIMO), Multi-input single-output (MISO) and serial-
propagated structure of multi step forecasting strategies were
compared to find the best strategies.
This paper provides a review of ARIMA techniques along
with a forecasting strategy called point to point rolling forecast
strategy and Direct H step forecast strategy [18], [37]. Both
of these have been used for time series forecasting in different
applications. A comparative analysis of two strategies (point
to point rolling forecast strategy and Direct H step forecast
strategy) is also presented in this paper. Preliminary results
of our work suggest that the point to point rolling forecast
could generate a somewhat misleading outcome for long-
term forecasting. Instead the multi-step forecast strategy can
replace the point to point rolling forecast strategy. Point to
point rolling forecast provides a forecast where ARIMA model
is recreated after receiving a new observation the underlying
noise free test data is stored. This dependence on knowledge
of the true data values assists the forecasting however it is not
always applicable to many real world scenarios. For example,
knowledge of the true data may not be possible, even for
past values. Whereas, multi step forecast strategy called direct
H step strategy creates a forecast where a single forecast is
computed for H step forecast and the model does not depend
on the underlying test data.
The paper is organised as follows. Section II provides a
review of two classes of time series forecasting along with
the review of a point to point single step and direct multi-
step forecasting strategy. Section III provides a review of the
ARIMA approach from [24] that is used for this paper. Section
IV describe the comparative analysis with results. Finally, the
conclusion is provided in section V.
II. CLASSIFICATION AND FORECASTING STRATEGY OF
TIME SERIES
Forecasting class and forecasting strategy of time series
forecast are correlated. Their correlation depends on the du-
ration of the forecast. Single point strategy is used for single
step forecasting where only one step ahead is forecast. There
are different multi-step forecast strategies available but in this
paper, direct H step strategy for forecasting more than one
step ahead is employed [16].
A. Single Step Forecasting with single step Strategy
Selection of forecasting class and its strategy depends on
the forecasting requirement of the application field and data
frequency of collected data. Single step forecasting is appli-
cable where short term forecasting is required. For example,
several minutes, hours or days could be considered as short
term duration. For such a scenario, computing one step ahead
forecast is useful. One step forecast (t + 1) is achieved by
passing the current and past observations (t, t − 1, ..., t − n)
to a chosen model, as shown in equation 2:
F (t+ 1) = M(o(t), o(t− 1), o(t− 2), ..., o(t− n)) (2)
where F is the forecast point, M is the model and o is the
observation.
B. Multi Step Forecasting with Direct H Step Strategy
Multi-step forecasting is useful where the field of appli-
cation requires long-term duration forecasting. This class of
forecasting is very challenging and there is a lack of studies
available that consist of machine learning algorithms and
methodologies for this class. It has also been found that lack
of collaborations between these different fields is creating a
barrier to further developments [17]. For such a scenario,
multiple-step ahead forecast computation is required and to do
so Ben Taieb et al. [18] described five multi-step strategies,
among them Direct Multi-Step Strategy was considered, also
considered here in the work here. The direct multi-step strategy
can be expressed as
yt+h = fh(yt, ...., yt−n+1) (3)
where h is the number of steps to forecast into the future, n
is the autoregressive order of the model, fh is any arbitrary
learner.
III. ARIMA APPROACH OF TIME SERIES FORECASTING
There are many different approaches available for time
series forecasting which have been described in [23]. ARIMA
approach is considered to be the most common approach for
time series forecasting.The ARIMA approach was introduced
by Box and Jenkins. It has been found to be efficient for short
term forecasting [24]. Acronym of ARIMA is meaningful as
it represents the key characteristics of the model which are:
AR(Autoregression), relaying relationship between current ob-
servation and past observations; I(Integrated): differencing of
actual observations in order to make time series stationary;
MA(Moving Average): Lags of the forecast errors of the
moving average model.
These component are included in an ARIMA model as a
parameter. The standard notation for the ARIMA model is
usually given as ARIMA(p, d, q); where p is the number of
lag observations, d is the degree of differencing and q is the
size of the moving average window. In the ARIMA model,
the forecast value is a linear compound of past values and
past errors, expressed as follows, where: yt actual value, εt
random error at t, ϕi and θj are known as coefficients, p and
q are autoregressive and moving average.
yt = θ0+ϕ1yt−1+...+ϕpyt−p+εt−θ1εt−1−...−θqεt−q (4)
Fig. 1. Daily exchange rate of Euro into US dollars (USD): 1975-01-02 -
2017-04-16
Fig. 2. Weekly exchange rate of Euro into US dollars (USD): 1975-01-02 -
2017-04-16
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS: COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS
Some comparative analyses are now performed between the
single point rolling forecast and the Direct H step forecast on
selected time series data.
A. Dataset
The data set used is from Bank of England’s official
statistics on spot exchange rates for the Euro into US dollars
(USD) [25]. The dataset consists data of exchange rates for
the Euro into US dollars (USD) from 1975-01-02 to 2017-04-
16 which comprise of 10693 data points. Times series of the
data set is visualised shown on Fig. 1.
B. ARIMA model formulation
The sampling frequency of the time series is too granular
so down sampling of time series data from days to weeks
has been conducted using resampling technique [36]. Down
sampled data of original data are shown in Fig. 2.
Applying Dickey-Fuller test [26] it is found that time series
data is non-stationary where as it is important to have the time
series data to be stationary for applying ARIMA model in or-
der to perform forecasting [27]. Nonlinear log transformation
was first applied followed by first order differencing of the
log-transformed time series data to make non-stationary time
series stationary following the procedure as outlined in [27].
Table I shows that before doing the first order differencing
ADF Statistic found to be more than the 5% critical value and
the p-value was larger than 0.05 so the null hypothesis of the
Dickey-Fuller test cannot be rejected. Whereas after first order
TABLE I
DICKEY-FULLER TEST RESULT COMPARISON.
Original dataset Differenced dataset
ADF Statistic: -2.025002 ADF Statistic: -36.364359
p-value: 0.275719 p-value: 0.000000




Fig. 3. Autocorrelation Function and Partial Autocorrelation Function plots.
difference ADF Statistic is found less than the 5% critical
value and the p-value is lower than 0.05 which suggest that
the d parameter of ARIMA model should at least be a value
of 1.
Next, for the other two parameters p and q of ARIMA model
that had to be found and for this, the Autocorrelation Function
(ACF) and Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF) were com-
puted and plotted following the procedure as outlined in [28].
These can be seen in Fig. 3. Autocorrelation describes how the
observations of a time series are related to each other which
is calculated using observations with previous observation.
Autocorrelation Function (ACF) shows the autocorrelation of
a time series by a given lag. Whereas a Partial Autocorrela-
tion Function (PACF) computes the relationship between an
observation with observations at previous time steps with the
relationships of the removed intervening observations.
From the Autocorrelation Function (ACF) and Partial Auto-
correlation Function (PACF) plots, the ’p’ and ’q’ values can
be identified as follows:
• p: lag value where PACF cuts off first, so p=2.
• q: lag value where ACF chart crosses the upper confi-
dence interval first, so q=1.
The optimal values of ARIMA model parameters are found as
p =2, d=1 and q=1. So ARIMA (2, 1, 1) model is used for the
dataset.
C. Comparative analysis on single step rolling forecast vs
direct H step forecast
To perform out of sample forecasting using single step
rolling forecast strategy and Direct H step forecast strategy,
the dataset has been split into train and test dataset. Where
the training dataset is used to train the ARIMA model and
test dataset is used for testing the model performance. For
data analysis, the last 15 weeks data of the dataset have been
used for testing and the rest of the data have been used for
Fig. 4. Forecast response using single step rolling forecast
Fig. 5. Forecast response using Direct H step forecast
training. Direct H step forecast and one step forecast rolling
strategy have been used to forecast the last 15 weeks exchange
rates for the Euro into US dollars (USD). To measure the
performance of the ARIMA model, Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) performance measure technique was used. RMSE can







where,yi is actual value, ŷi is forecast value and m is the
number of target output data.
Forecast response from ARIMA (2, 1, 1) model on the
dataset for single step rolling forecast and direct H step
forecast is provided in Fig.4 and Fig.5 respectively.
ARIMA (2, 1, 1) model performance result on the dataset
for both single step rolling forecast and direct H step forecast
is given in Table 2.
D. Discussion
RMSE performance indicator from Table II shows that
single step rolling forecast produces a better outcome with
RMSE of 0.005761 compare to direct H step forecast strategy
where the RMSE is found 0.063770. Fig.4 shows that running
TABLE II
ARIMA (2, 1, 1) MODEL PERFORMANCE ON FORECAST STRATEGIES.
Single step rolling forecast Direct H step forecast
Model: ARIMA (2, 1, 1) Model: ARIMA (2, 1, 1)
RMSE: 0.005761 RMSE: 0.063770
the dataset on ARIMA (2, 1, 1) model using rolling single
step forecast strategy produces a forecast that matches well
with test data. This is a deceptive outcome because the rolling
forecast recreates the ARIMA model for every time a single
point is forecast. It also keeps a track record of all test
observations in the list which is seeded with training data
to which new observations are appended for each iteration.
Such methodology helps to create a forecast line that can be
observed in Fig.4. It is made up of single forecast points which
have the support of a whole prior true history window behind
every single forecast points. Due to this reason, the model does
not require to learn from time series rather, each next point
would not be far from the last point. Even if the model gets
the forecast point wrong, actual forecast value will be seeded
to the training data for next forecast which helps to ignore an
incorrect forecast at worst.
The observed forecast line can be the case of a scenario of a
random walk where forecasting the next point on a Gaussian
distribution which allows a random forecast to not drift too
widely from the test data. To avoid such scenarios which
can be considered to be somewhat deceptive, a forecast of a
sequence of points rather a single point needs to be computed.
To do such direct H step strategy was used where a sequence
of points for last 15 weeks of the dataset was computed. Fig.5
shows the forecast response of direct H step strategy where
it is visible that forecast of exchange rates values drifts from
the actual forecast thus reduce the model performance with
RMSE of 0.063770.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a comparative analysis on strategies of time
series forecasting has been conducted to explore the outcome
of single point rolling forecast for time series forecasting in
comparison to direct H step forecasting strategy. Single point
rolling forecast strategy and direct H step strategy have been
chosen to forecast 15 weeks ahead using the past data of
exchange rates. According to our comparative analysis, rolling
single point forecast strategy provides a somewhat deceptive
outcome for the case that we have considered and direct H
step forecast strategy result does help to verify this finding.
These strategies have been implemented and tested using the
Python ecosystem [36].
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